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melted crayons CONTEMPORARY

Jo Kill
Designer

Melt away
Remember those crayons you used to have as
a kid? Dust them off, because they make
great embellishments for your cards!

t some point, crayons
have been used by
most of us, or even by
our children. They are
a brilliant colouring medium
and very versatile. With a little
bit of heat to melt them they
can even be transformed into
fantastic new crayons or
embellishments to use on
cards. The great thing is that
you don’t have to use new
crayons. It’s a perfect way to

A

use up broken or stubby
crayons, and even tiny bits of
crayon can be turned into
amazing embellishments.

Melting
There are a number of ways to
melt crayons, the first by using
the oven. Break the crayons
into pieces and place in a cake
tin. The silicone variety is best
as it makes them easy to
remove. You could also use a

normal cake tin, just make
sure that you line it with tinfoil
first. Place the tin in the oven
on a low temperature, checking
regularly, and stir the liquid
crayons with a disposable
skewer. Once the wax is
melted, you can pour it into
smaller (chocolate) moulds or
ice cube trays to make simple
shapes. The wax sets quickly
so you need to be fairly fast
and make sure that you use

oven mitts, as the wax is hot!
If you need to use the shapes
straight away, place them in
the freezer and they will set in
five to 10 minutes.
If you don’t want to use the
oven, you can melt them on
the hob – use washed-out food
cans to melt the crayons in
and place these into a
saucepan with gently boiling
water (au bain marie). Again
stir until the crayons are
www.simplycardsmag.com
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HAPPY TIMES
Simply make
Melt the crayons au bain
1
marie in a heat-resistant bowl,
pour into the ice cube tray and
place in the freezer to cool.
Once completely cooled, pop
2
them out of the tray. Arrange
the crayons in the crayon tub lid
and place them inside a
cellophane bag.
the bag by tying the top
3Close
with baker’s twine.
Create a tag from an oval
4
punched from black
cardstock, then layer with a Crate
Paper sticker and a Heidi Swapp
paper banner.
an eyelet
5Add
through the tag.
Tie the tag onto
6
the bag using
baker’s
twine to
finish.

What you need
Materials

u black cardstock
u Crayola crayons
u Heidi Swapp Vintage Chic
paper banners
u Crate Paper On Trend stickers
u red & white baker’s twine
u Papermania eyelet
u cellophane bag

Tools

u oval punch
u ice cube tray
u heat-resistant bowl
u saucepan
u cooker

melted and pour them into a
mould. Pinch a lip into the can
before you melt the crayons,
so you’ll have a readymade
pouring spout. For smaller
amounts, you can simply use a
hairdryer or a long-handled
lighter. This is perfect for filling
tiny moulds and for creating
decorative wax drips.
You can also use an iron for
melting, just make sure that
your ironing board is covered
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with newspaper. Cover the wax
with non-stick baking paper to
prevent the wax from
transferring onto the iron.
Crayon shavings work well with
an iron, just use a pencil
sharpener or craft knife to
make the shavings and gently
melt them onto cardstock using
the iron on its lowest setting.
Different crayons melt at
different rates – this depends
on the amount of pigment and

filler used in them. I found that
Crayola works the best. You
might find that some crayons
don’t want to melt at all – if
this happens, fish them out
and carry on melting.
Different colours seem to
take different times too – I
found that yellow and lighter
colours take the longest, but
with a little patience most will
melt eventually. l

SIMPLY SHOPPING
Mr Huey’s spray inks are available
from www.sarahscardsltd.com

Flat-backed pearls are available
from www.ribbongirl.co.uk
Wilton Kids Party Fondant and
Gum Paste Mold is available from
www.hobbycraft.co.uk
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YOU COLOUR
MY WORLD
STEPBYSTEP

Type your sentiment onto a
1
blank page in your photoediting software.

the sentiment onto white
2Print
cardstock and trim the edges.

the panel with black
3Matt
cardstock.

What you need
Materials

u white 11x14cm tent-fold
card blank
u black & white cardstock
u Crayola crayons
u JudiKins Diamond Glaze
u Suzie’s Hand & Elephants in
Cherry Trees fonts

Tools

Adhere the layered panel to
the card front.

4

Stick five pieces of crayon to
the card front as shown.

5

Hold your card at a slight
angle and melt the bottom of
the crayons, using a hairdryer, until
you’re happy with the results.

6

u computer & printer
u photo-editing software
u hairdryer

www.simplycardsmag.com
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SMILE
Simply make
Create a 14x11cm card
1
blank from kraft cardstock
and adhere a patterned paper
panel with rounded corners and
a strip of Swanky patterned
paper to the front.
Adhere a sticker and a
2
paper banner to the bottom
right-side of the card front.
Die-cut a Lacey Circle from
3
white cardstock and layer
with stickers. Affix to the card
front as shown.
Punch circles from the
4
Vintage Chic patterned
paper, iron to warm them up
and colour with crayons.
Cover the circles with non5
stick baking paper and iron
again. Repeat this until the
circles are completely covered
with melted crayon.
the circles to a
6Staple
length of baker’s twine and

HELLO
Simply make
Create a 14x11cm tent-fold
card blank from white
cardstock. Cut a panel of On
Trend Style patterned paper and
adhere to the card front.

1

Cut a scalloped border into
2
the bottom of a piece of On
Trend Style patterned paper and
adhere across the bottom of the
card. Ink the edges of a luggage
tag and fix to the right-hand side
of the card front.
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What you need
Materials

u white cardstock
u Crayola crayons
u Crate Paper On Trend Style
patterned paper & stickers
u luggage tag
u paper flower

u non-stick baking paper
u brown inkpad
Tools

u iron
u butterfly die
u manual die-cutting machine
u pencil sharpener

Use a pencil sharpener to
3
create different-coloured
crayon shavings and sprinkle

Die-cut the melted crayons on
5
cardstock using a butterfly die
and adhere to the card front as

them onto white cardstock.

shown.

Add a paper flower and a
Cover the shavings with non6
Crate Paper On Trend
4
stick baking paper and iron on
sentiment sticker to finish.
a low heat setting to melt the
crayons onto the cardstock.
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What you need
Materials

u Crayola crayons
u kraft cardstock
u Heidi Swapp Vintage Chic
patterned paper &
paper banners
u Crate Paper On Trend stickers
& Swanky patterned paper
u baker’s twine
u white flat-backed pearls
u non-stick baking paper
u staples

Tools

u Spellbinders Nestabilities
Lacey Circles die
u manual die-cutting machine
u Xcut corner-rounder punch
u circle punch
u iron
u stapler

adhere to the card front as
shown. Add pearls and tape
strips from the sticker pack to
the top-left corner of the card
front to finish.

HAPPY DAY
Simply make
Create a 11x14cm tent-fold
card blank from white
cardstock.

1

Cut a panel of Vintage Chic
2
Textbook patterned paper
slightly smaller than the card front
and adhere a journaling card.
Drip crayon wax onto the card
3
using a long-handled lighter to
melt the wax.
Once cooled, remove some of
4
the wax circles and spray with
inks, leave to dry and secure the

What you need
Materials

u white cardstock
u Crayola crayons
u Heidi Swapp Vintage Chic
Textbook patterned paper
& journaling card
u Crate Paper On Trend stickers
u October Afternoon Woodland
Park chipboard shapes
& die-cuts
u October Afternoon letter stickers
u Mr Huey’s spray inks
u paper flower
u mini peg
u date stamp

Tools

u lighter

panel to the card front.
Adhere stickers, stamp a date
on a die-cut and adhere to the
card front. Add a chipboard flower
and a paper flower to the card
front as shown.

5

Melt crayon wax onto
6
chipboard stars using the
same method, leave to cool then
affix to the card front. Add a mini
peg and letter stickers to create a
sentiment to finish.
www.simplycardsmag.com
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STEPBYSTEP

SWEET

Create an 11x14cm card blank
from kraft cardstock and round
1
the bottom-right corner. Cut a panel
of patterned paper slightly smaller,
round the same corner and affix to
the card front leaving a border on
the bottom and right-hand side.

Die-cut circles from kraft and
2
white cardstock. Adhere these
with a paper doily and a journaling
card to the card front as shown.

What you need

Melt crayons au bain marie in
3
a heat-resistant bowl and pour
into the mould, using a different

Materials

u white & kraft cardstock
u Crayola crayons
u Heidi Swapp Vintage Chic
Textbook patterned paper
u Crate Paper On Trend tape stickers
u October Afternoon Woodland
Park butterfly & journaling card
u mini peg
u paper doily

colour for each part. Place in the
freezer to set and cool.

Tools

Drip crayon wax onto the nonAdhere the sentiment tape
4
sticky side of double-sided
5
strip to the card front and
tape, using a lighter to melt it.
attach a butterfly with a mini

Carefully pop out the cake
6
shapes from the mould and
adhere to the card front as shown.

Leave to cool to create wax ‘brads’.

Add your homemade brads to finish.
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peg as shown.

u Wilton Kids Party Fondant
and Gum Paste Mold
u Spellbinders Nestabilities
Classic Circle dies
u manual die-cutting machine
u heat-resistant bowl
u saucepan
u cooker
u lighter

